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Class Two 

 
This week we have been building on our musical 
knowledge using Vivaldi's 'Four Seasons' to think 
about what we can picture when we listen to 
different music.  We drew pictures and 
used body action to represent different parts of 
the song. 

Class One 

 
This week, Class 1 have been sharing a story about 
trains. We have linked lots of activities to this and 
have produced some lovely writing. In phonics we 
have been working hard applying our set 2 sounds 
into words and sentences. The children have 
developed their understanding of number 
through partitioning and problem solving. It has 
been lovely seeing lots of you via zoom to share a 
story and see what you have been up to each day! 

Class Three 

 
Class 3 have enjoyed taking part in the 
Northamptonshire School Games initiative. This 
week, Class 3 found themselves playing Boccia in 
a variety of games. Children collected some 
brilliant scores and earned points for themselves 
and the school. Class 3 have also been working 
hard to find other ways to exercise and keep fit- 
this is great for our wellbeing. Great work Class 3! 

Class Four 

 
This week in Class 4, in English, we have been 
exploring how to use speech in stories to create 
action and give hints of what might be to come. 
We then combined this with our setting 
description skills to rewrite part of our story.  In 
PE this week, we have been trying out Boccia - 
we had particularly good fun challenging our 
accuracy skills in Boccia Bullseye. 
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Dates & Messages 

Well Done! 
STARS OF THE WEEK: 

 

Class 1:  
Sully – for super engagement learning about trains this week. 

Connor – for his fantastic effort with writing and Lego building at home. 
 

Class 2:  
Alice - for using her RE knowledge to create beautiful pictures based on Eid-al-Fitr. 

Emilia - for creating great questions about our story- Orion and the dark. 
 

Class 3:  
Elizabeth - for completing 10 Accelerated Reader quizzes at home and scoring a super 42.5 points. 

Noah - for his enthusiasm for a challenge in every subject. 
 

Class 4:  
Oscar – for his fantastic effort and progress in decimals and percentages this week. 
Kahlen – for her superb use of vocab in English and her great contributions in class. 

 

Messages 
 

Library Upgrade 
 

Thanks to FoSS’s fundraising over the last few years and your charitable donations and 
participation in their events, we have been able to install a new library for the children. This is all 
part of our aim to inspire a love of reading and this gives them a place to enjoy and value as much 
as the books they read. Thank you for the FoSS donations towards the project. 
 
Another huge thank you to my socially-distanced bubble building team, Miss McCarron, Miss 
Harlin, Mrs Young and Mrs Scott, who all helped build different parts of the library from flat pack 
and without instructions.  

 


